Incremental sheet forming (ISF) is a promising rapid prototyping technology with high potential to shape complex three-dimensional parts. However, a common technical problem encountered in ISF is the non-uniform thickness distribution of formed parts; particularly excessive thinning on severely sloped regions. This may lead to fracture and limit the process formability. Design of multi-stage deformation passes (intermediate shapes or preforms) before the final part, is a desirable and practical way to control the material flow in order to obtain a more uniform thickness distribution and avoid forming failure. In the present paper, a systematic methodology for designing multi-stage deformation passes considering the predicted thickness strains given the design shape is proposed based on the shear deformation and the strain compensation mechanism. In this methodology, two analytical models (M1 and region used in the forming (M2), respectively. The feasibility of the proposed design methodology is validated by finite element analysis (FEA) and experimental tests using an Amino ISF machine. The results show that a more uniform thickness strain distribution can be derived using M2. The incurrence of the highest strains can be delayed in the intermediate stages and the flow of material is allowed into the deformed region, thereby allowing a compressive stress state to develop and enabling steeper shapes to be formed. Therefore, the process formability can be enhanced via the optimized design of deformation passes.
Introduction
As a promising technology for rapid prototyping and small-batch production, incremental sheet forming (ISF) has gained great attention in the sheet metal forming community in the past decade. In the ISF process, a forming tool is controlled by a computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine following a prescribed tool path which locally plastically deforms the sheet metal into the desired shape. Thus an infinite variety of 3D shapes can be produced using one tool. This forming process can be categorized into two main types: single point incremental forming (SPIF) without a forming die and two point incremental forming (TPIF) with a partial or a full forming die. The technology of ISF is promising and advantageous by providing higher formability compared with deep drawing or stamping. However, it is still limited by the significant thinning of the deformed sheet metal, forming defects and long forming time induced by the long travel path of the forming tool. A comprehensive review of ISF research is provided by Jeswiet et al. (2005) .
Much research in ISF has been performed to investigate the forming limits and increase the formability by adopting multi-stage deformation pass design in the past decade. In particular, Filice et al. (2002) investigated the material formability in ISF under different strain conditions. The results indicated that local stretching is the dominant deformation mode in ISF. On the other hand, Jackson et al. (2009) further investigated the mechanics of ISF through an experimental campaign. It was revealed that shear in the tool direction is the most significant strain component and increasing stretching and shear also exist perpendicular to the tool direction. The above discussions show the shear and/or stretching deformation modes lead to material thinning in the ISF process. Failure in ISF is most likely to be caused by the nonuniform thickness distribution and typically the excessive localized thinning of steep walls in a part, which decreases the maximum wall angle that can be achieved in materials formed by ISF in comparison to some other processes. This makes it difficult to manufacture complex parts with steep walls. Therefore, the proper allocation of materials during forming is important to uniformly distribute the material thickness on the final parts in order to avoid the occurrence of forming failure. Kim et al. (2000) proposed a double-pass forming method to improve the formability for the ISF process. This method is based on shear deformation using the predicted thickness strain distribution to design intermediate shapes in order to get a uniform thickness distribution of a final part. Young et al. (2004) also developed a two-stage strategy to improve the final thickness distribution for the parts with steep areas. The results showed that the occurrence of a thinning band in the single-stage forming process can be delayed in the two-stage process so that complex parts with steep walls can be successfully made. Duflou et al. (2008) explored a multi-step tool path strategy to manufacture parts with vertical walls in order to avoid part failure.
The final thinning in the multi-stage forming process can exceed the maximum thickness reductions in the single-stage process, which means a formability increase.
In Manco et al. (2011) , the effect of the tool trajectory has been studied in terms of the final thickness distribution and the formability. The advantages and disadvantages of four different multi-stage forming strategies have been compared and analyzed by manufacturing the same shape and evaluating the thickness distributions. It was concluded that formability can be conveniently enhanced with proper multi-stage deformation design by involving as much material as possible from a theoretical point of view. Skjoedt et al. (2010) investigated a multi-stage strategy to produce cylindrical cups with vertical walls. They pointed out that the movement of the forming tool in the multi-stage SPIF has a great influence on the thickness distribution and SPIF is limited by cracking rather than necking. Zhang et al. (2012) proposed an FEM-based multi-stage SPIF method, which treats the SPIF process as hydro-bulging forming.
The intermediate surfaces obtained from the FEM results can be used for the tool path generation. used a part regional division idea in the multi-pass deformation design to manufacture a car taillight bracket with nearly straight-wall region and the groove region. They found that an intermediate surface which is geometrically closer to the final part can obtain better forming quality. Liu et al. (2013) proposed three multi-stage deformation pass strategies for forming cups with vertical walls. Those strategies and their combinations have been evaluated in terms of the process formability. The results showed that the forming strategy using more material in the forming as well as the addition of a small amount of bending can greatly improve the formability. However, in most of existing multi-stage forming design in ISF, material flow and thickness strain distribution can still not be quantitatively controlled.
Numerical simulation of sheet metal forming processes is an effective way to design and optimize the process parameters and to evaluate the forming defects such as fracture, springback, wrinkling, geometric deviations and residual stresses. In the past decade, researchers have used the finite element method (FEM) to model the ISF process. In Thibaud et al. (2012) , a fully parametric toolbox has been developed to simulate the SPIF process using FEM. The prediction results of geometric deviations, thickness distribution and forming forces showed good agreement with the experimental results. Shanmuganatan et al. (2012) presented an explicit numerical simulation using Abaqus. The stress and thickness distribution have been derived and validated by experimental tests. Dejardin et al. (2010) Although FEM is an effective way to model and simulate the multi-stage ISF process, it usually takes long computational hours (several days or even more than a week), and therefore cannot be used effectively for the design of the full multi-stage ISF process.
The above review of recent studies shows that most of the previous work on the multi-stage deformation pass design in ISF is still based on the trial and error method so that material flow cannot be quantitatively controlled. Although there was an analytical model developed by Kim et al. (2000) , it is only suitable for two-stage forming. For the manufacture of more complex parts, more forming stages are needed. This paper proposes a systematic methodology to design multi-stage deformation passes in terms of the predicted thickness strains given a final part based on the shear deformation and the strain compensation mechanism. In this methodology, two analytical models (M1 and M2) are developed considering; the global average thickness strain and only the material in the final part region used in the forming (M1), and the local weighted average thickness strain and the additional material around the final part region used in the forming (M2), respectively. The proposed design methodology is compared with finite element analysis (FEA) and experimental tests using an Amino ISF machine with reference to the process formability and the thickness strain distribution.
Methodology
The shear-based modeling for deformation pass design in ISF was first proposed in Kim et al. (2000) . However, this model is only suitable for double-pass deformation design. In some cases, multi-stage deformation pass design is necessary for making complex parts, such as examples in Duflou et al. (2008) , Skjoedt et al. (2010 ), Zhang et al. (2012 , and Liu et al. (2013) . A systematic design methodology for multi-stage deformation pass design is provided in this section. First, the shearbased modeling for single-pass deformation design is briefly reviewed. Then, two analytical models are developed. In addition, a systematic design methodology incorporating the two models is proposed. Finally, the methodology for the FEA and experimental tests is introduced.
It is worth mentioning that the aim of the development of the two models is to improve the process forming limits. The underlying hypothesis of these models can be summarized as follows:
The use of intermediate stages in the forming process will delay the incurrence of the highest strains, and therefore allow steeper shapes to be formed than would be possible by using single-pass forming.
(ii) By forming a wider area than the perimeter of the shape, it is possible to:
 Avoid discontinuities in the intermediate thickness strains, and therefore allow steeper shapes to be formed than would be possible by using singlepass forming;
 Allow the flow of material into the deformed region, thereby allowing a compressive stress state to develop and enabling steeper shapes to be formed than would be possible in single-pass forming.
The first model (M1) has been developed to test the first of the above points, whilst the second model (M2) has been developed to test all three of the above points.
Single-pass deformation model -shear deformation
An arbitrarily designed part can be discretized by triangular elements. Based on the shear deformation, x and y coordinates are the same for both initial and final configurations. Fig.1 illustrates the 3D shear deformation for one sheared triangular element in a part. In this way, the thickness strains of all elements on the designed part can be approximately estimated, which are the input of the multi-stage deformation pass models developed in the following sections. It is worth mentioning that the shear deformation assumption in this single-pass model can be relaxed. In fact, the deformation mechanism can be shear and/or stretching, or a combination of any of these as long as the centroidal plane of a sheet does not displace horizontally, which would result in the same thickness relationship compared to the pure shear assumption. However, in order to develop a simple and efficient model for multipass design, the shear deformation is still used to calculate the intermediate thickness strains in the following multi-pass modeling process.
Open-loop multi-stage deformation pass models
Within the modeling process, it is assumed that the deformation mode is only based on shear deformation and the material properties need not be considered in this case. In order to control the material flow and obtain the uniform thickness distribution, the forming in the localised region of a part requiring severe shear deformation (with higher magnitude of thickness strains) to achieve the final form should be delayed by compensating with less shear deformation (with lower magnitude of thickness strains)
in the multi-stage passes. In other words, the incurrence of the highest thickness strains will be delayed using intermediate stages in the forming, and therefore steeper shapes are allowed to be formed than would be possible by using single-pass forming.
The part regions with less shear deformation (with lower magnitude of thickness strains) should be kept close to the final shape in the deformation passes in order to reduce the occurrence of forming defects. On this basis, two analytical models are developed to design multi-stage deformation passes by calculating and compensating the intermediate thickness strains in each multi-stage deformation pass given a final part.
Open-loop multi-pass design-Model one (M1)
In this model, it is assumed that only the material in the final part region is used in the 
where Then, the tool path generation can be implemented based on the determined deformation passes (intermediate shapes) using Siemens NX CAM 7.5 software (details can be found in Section 2.4).
Open-loop multi-pass design-Model two (M2)
Bambach (2010) Consider the center point j (from C 1 to C N ) of each triangular element and its neighbour i (from 1 to n) with ( , )
The first loop calculation applies to Eqs. (5)- (7) to determine ( , ) Wavg ij  until all the neighbours (i=1:n) of center point j of the triangular element are calculated.
Next, for the severely deformed region of the final part, i.e. () 
For the non-severely deformed region of the final part, i.e.
() 
The second loop calculation applies to all Eqs. (5)- (10) Because M2 allocates more undeformed material involved in the multi-stage deformation pass design (allow the flow of material into the deformed region, thereby allowing a compressive stress state to develop and enabling steeper shapes to be formed), it improves the process formability and achieves a more uniform thickness strain distribution compared to M1, in which only the material in the final part region is used. In addition, M2 substitutes the global average thickness strain Gavg  in Eq. (2) for the local weighted average thickness strain () Lavg i  in Eq.(9), which can provide a more smooth estimate of the deformation transition period from the initial state to the final shape to compensate the severely sloped regions (avoid discontinuities in the intermediate thickness strains, and therefore allow steeper shapes to be formed). In M2, the other settings are the same as in M1. 
Methodology for closed-loop multi-stage deformation pass design
In this subsection, a systematic methodology for multi-stage deformation pass design is proposed based on the deformation pass models developed previously. In this methodology, the thinning rate is set as a forming target to optimize the design of multi-stage deformation passes in order to increase the possibilities of successful forming and control the material flow to achieve more uniform thickness strain distributions on the final part.
Due to volume conservation during forming, the relationship between thickness strains of multi-stage deformation passes and the final part can be expressed as, 12 nf
where i  is the thickness strain of the ith forming stage (i=1,2,…,n) and f  is the final thickness strain of the formed part. The deformation defects are not considered here. Taking the thickness thinning rate into consideration, Eq.(11) can be expressed as follows, see Li et al.(2012) :
where i T is the thickness thinning rate of the ith deformation pass (i=1,2,…,n) and 0 T is the total thickness thinning rate. By assuming 12 n T T T T     , the total number of forming stages needed can be approximately estimated as follows:
The systematic methodology for multi-stage deformation pass design is proposed as described in Fig.3 . The desired minimum total thinning rate and the minimum average thinning rate for all forming stages are set to estimate the number of needed forming stages. Then, the minimum thinning rate for each forming stage is designed given the average thinning rate and the corresponding thickness strain is calculated. The predicted minimum thickness strain for each deformation pass is calculated by tuning the parameters in the deformation models until the error between the predicted value and the designed value is smaller than a predefined value. Finally, the deformation passes (intermediate shapes) can be determined. 
FEA and experimental methodology
In this subsection, validation methodology using FE simulation and experimental tests with an Amino ISF machine is introduced.
The FEA is performed to validate the proposed analytical models. A simplified FE model is developed to simulate the forming process for TPIF using ABAQUS ® /Explicit software 6.11, as seen in Fig.4 . In this FE model, it is assumed that the material is isotropic and elastic strains are neglected. Additionally, the process deformation is homogeneous. The periphery of the sheet blank is rigidly clamped and endures a constant pressure to mimic the movement of the hydraulic actuator in the real Amino ISF machine. For simplicity, to reduce the FE model size, a smaller sheet blank with the size of 200 mm × 200 mm is used in the simulation, which is proved to not influence the simulation results. The blank is considered as a deformable body and is discretized with shell elements S4R, which are reduced integration elements with one integration point in the plane and five integration points through the thickness.
The size of each shell element is 4mm. The forming tool and die are modeled using rigid surface elements R3D4 with sizes of 2mm and 4mm, respectively. The friction behavior is modeled using the Coulomb friction law with a friction coefficient of 0.1 between the blank and the forming tool and a friction coefficient of 0.8 between the blank and the forming die. From the results, the material can be assumed to be isotropic. The true stress values for three directions can be averaged, similar to r-value averaging, as:
The true stress-true strain curves can be fit by the Hollomon power law,
where K is the strength coefficient and n is the strain-hardening exponent.  and  are the flow stress and the plastic strain, respectively.
On this basis, mechanical properties of AA 7075-O aluminum sheets with 1.016 mm thickness can be summarized in Table 1 . Siemens NX CAM 7.5 is utilized to obtain the cutter location (CL) data. The designed CAD shape is imported to NX CAM 7.5, which is used to generate the CL data and define the tool motion during the forming process. In this software, a Z-level milling operation is selected with 4 mm step-down size in deformation passes one and two and 2 mm step-down size in the final shape. The in-out downward movement of the tool is defined and the connection between two levels can be adjusted by the ramp angle, which guarantees that the tool path is continuous and leaves no obvious marks on the part surface. Then, the CL file is generated and utilized to the FE simulation and experiments. Fig.6 shows the Z-level milling tool path with ramp angle 10˚ used in the FE simulation and experiments. A method to import the tool path into Abaqus is also developed in order to fulfill the whole simulation process. It is noted that the forming tool movements are defined through the step module, which means the movements are correlated with the steps in the step module. Even for a simple part, there are thousands of incremental steps needed to simulate this forming process. Fig.7 shows an approach to importing the tool path into the FE model. Experimental investigations are performed on the AMINO ® DLNC-PC incremental forming machine (Fig.8) to validate the proposed models. The machine is a 3-axis CNC machine with a maximum workspace of 2100×1450×500 mm 3 and can exert maximum forces of 3.0 kN in vertical axis and 1.5 kN in the X and Y axis. The maximum feed rate in X and Y axis is 6000 mm/min and 1000 mm/min in Z axis. In the experiments, the forming tool with 15mm radius is used. The applied forming feed rate is equal to 4000 mm/min and the forming down pressure is set to be 0.015 MPa.
The deformation passes one, two and the final shape are all formed against the full forming die (it is made of Australian blackbutt hardwoods in this case). 
Results
This section includes two aspects. Firstly, the analytical model results for the case study are provided in Section 3.1. Then, the results of the FEA and Amino TPIF forming tests are provided in terms of the material flow analysis, the process formability and thickness strain distributions in Section 3.2.
A design benchmark example (hemisphere with 50mm radius, see Fig.9 ) is provided to further illustrate the systematic methodology for multi-stage deformation pass design. This shape has been tested by experiments and cannot be successfully formed in only single-stage forming because severe thinning occurs in the steep slopes. This benchmark is used to determine the capability of multi-stage deformation pass design of improving the formability. In the following, the analytical model results for closed-loop multi-stage deformation pass design are provided.
Analytical model results for multi-stage deformation pass design
According to the systematic methodology in Section 2.3, the overall thinning rate 0 T is set to be less than 0.65 in this case. The average thinning rate T is assumed to be less than 0.3. Then, the number e n of forming stages needed can be estimated to be 3 using Eq.(13). As described in Li et al. (2012) , the thinning rate of each forming stage can be adjusted. Therefore, the thinning rate for the forming stage ( 1 , T 2 , T 3 T ) can be set to be 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35(other choices could be used), respectively. The corresponding minimum thickness strains in different forming stages are -0.29, -0.64 and -1.08. The parameters in the developed deformation models can be tuned until the error between the predicted minimum strain and the designed minimum thickness strain is satisfied. The whole design described is realized using MATLAB ® software.
The determined parameters are shown in 
FE and experimental results
In this subsection, the results for two analytical models are compared with FE simulation and experimental tests. The comparison is made in terms of three aspects:
the material flow analysis, process formability for the forming of the final part and thickness strain distributions for different deformation passes and the final part.
Material flow analysis
First, in order to verify the discussed conclusion about the kinematics of material points in Bambach (2010) (Section 2.2.2), we performed a test with a hemispherical shape of 50mm radius in TPIF using the coordinate measurement technique similar to the method in Werner et al. (1998) hence is likely to actually increase the propensity for failure. This is apparent on the dark blue region in Figs.14 (d), (e) and (f), and is particularly acute in this case because the region of greatest stretching in the x-y plane is also the region with greatest stretching in the z direction. However, it should be mentioned that, by forming a wider area than the perimeter of the shape, the greatest stretching region (with highest thickness strains) in M2 in Fig.14 (d) is actually shifted to the outside of the hemispherical perimeter compared to on the perimeter in single-pass forming (Fig.14 (e) ) and the inside of the perimeter in M1 (Fig.14 (f) ). Therefore, the formability in M2 is expected to be higher than that in the single-pass forming and M1. These findings can be further confirmed by the formability results in the following section. 
Formability
The process formability is analyzed based on the forming outcome (failure or success) (Fig.6) , which leads to uneven material flow. In addition, with multi-stage forming (M2), the minimum (maximum magnitude) thickness strain in the concentrated small strain zone is predicted using FEA to be only around -0.66, far smaller in magnitude than around -0.91 and -0.85 in single-stage forming and multi-stage forming (M1), respectively. It is noted that from the previous analytical prediction of thickness strain distributions in deformation passes, the designed minimum intermediate thickness strain is located at the radius 45.5mm in M1 and the radius 50mm in M2, which means the concentrated small thickness strain zone is likely to occur around the radius 45.5mm and the radius 50mm during the forming of the final part using M1 and M2.
Additionally, in single-stage forming, the predicted minimum thickness strain is located at the radius 50mm. Hence, the analytical prediction results show that the formability of multi-stage forming (M1) is likely to be no better than that of singlestage forming and multi-stage forming (M2). This is confirmed by the experimental and FE results. It is also worth mentioning that the minimum thickness strains of two deformation passes and the final part are -0.26, -0.43 and -0.66 from the FE results (as shown in Table 4 ) for multi-stage forming (M2), which are nearly consistent with the designed value in the first deformation pass and larger (smaller magnitude) than the designed values in the second deformation pass and the final part. The designed minimum thickness strains (-0.29, -0.64 and -1.08) in M2 overestimate the corresponding FE results, which illustrates that the designed overall thinning rate is satisfied (the final shape with the magnitude of minimum thickness strain is much less than 1.08). The minimum thickness strain predicted by the single-pass forming (-2.64 as shown in Fig.12 ) is also provided for the comparative purposes to show the improvement of the closed-loop multi-pass design on the forming limits. A detailed comparison of the minimum thickness strains between the single-stage forming and the proposed closed-loop multi-stage forming (M1 and M2) is shown in Table 4 . 
Thickness strain distribution
In order to understand the material flow in the designed deformation passes and the final shape, the thickness strain distribution is analyzed in each deformation pass and the final shape along X (rolling) and Y (transverse) sections by comparing the analytical prediction, FE simulation and experimental results. Figs.15 and 16 show the thickness strain distributions in the case of deformation passes one and two for M1
and M2, respectively. On the one hand, the differences in thickness behavior from Fig.15 to Fig.16 can be observed, i.e. more overall thinning can be found as deformation passes increase for both M1 and M2. To be more specific, the thickness reduction is not so obvious in the part areas with shallow angles. However, the magnitude of thickness strains becomes higher in the part areas with steep angles. On the other hand, as can be seen, the analytical prediction results from M1 and M2
overestimate the FE simulation and experimental results in deformation passes one and two in both X and Y sections. This is possibly due to the assumption of shear deformation, which is a pure geometrical model, independent of the material Therefore, it will allow the flow of material into the deformed region and enable steeper shapes to be formed, which are also confirmed by the FE and experimental results. (Figs.15-17) . However, the overall evolution trends of these thickness strain distributions are quite similar. 
Discussion
Some limitations of the proposed models and experimental findings during the multipass forming process were noticed and are discussed in the following.
 An inherent restriction of the developed models is that the modeling is only based on shear deformation. As the wall angle tends to 90 o , the thickness will tend to zero. This may cause the predicted thickness strains (especially the steeper angle region) to be an overestimation of the magnitude of the actual thickness strains in each deformation pass (as shown in Table 4 ). However, based on these results, the present model provides an efficient and conservative means of designing multi-pass intermediate shapes. Another aspect that needs to be mentioned is the material behavior of the sheet metal has not been taken into account. This means that all materials will have the same multi-pass intermediate shapes. However, in reality, a different multi-stage strategy can be devised for different materials.
 It should be emphasized that the modeling is based on the fact (especially in M2) that the "pull material in" deformation leads to the compression in the middle region of a part but tension around the perimeter of the part in the TPIF process, which is clearly evidenced by FEA in Fig. 14. The shear-based models cannot reflect the horizontal material flow. However, taking the "pull material in" deformation into account, additional material around the final part has been involved in the deformation in M2 to improve the process formability. Compared to M1, the fundamental differences in M2 are that by forming a wider area than the perimeter of the shape, it can: (i) avoid discontinuities in the intermediate thickness strains, and therefore allow steeper shapes to be formed; (ii) allow the flow of material into the deformed region, thereby allowing a compressive stress state to develop and enabling steeper shapes to be formed. This has been further confirmed by the detailed FEM results in Figs.14 (d), (e), and (f)). In addition, although M1 offers no benefit to the forming process (actually it advances the failure risk), the reason we put it in the paper is for the comparison purposes and it is the basis of the development of M2.
Furthermore, it provides insight into the modeling and deformation analysis.
 Our developed shear-based models are mainly defining intermediate shapes to
achieve different wall angles of a part. These intermediate shapes designed in the two models give rise to different final thickness strain states that are not captured in the models. However, the models provide a means of delaying the highest strains using intermediate stages so that steeper shapes are allowed to be formed. In other words, the assumed outputs of our models (with the horizontal material flow) have a conflict with one of the assumptions in setting our models up (shear only assumption without considering the horizontal material flow in the x-y plane) although it still provides a means of optimal intermediate pass design. Hence there is a missing 'link' which is not modeled in this study. Our future work will focus on the development of the modified models to bridge this missing gap.

The developed models were not originally intended to predict the final thickness strains after the multi-pass forming, but do predict the final strains assuming single-pass forming. This is because, as discussed above, our shear-based models (without considering the horizontal material flow in the x-y plane) cannot capture the actual final thickness strain states after the multi-pass forming. Therefore, only the final thickness strains in the single-pass forming (as seen in Fig.12 ) are provided for comparative purposes to show the improvement of the forming limits compared to the thickness strains (FE and experimental results) after multi-pass forming.
The scope of this study is mainly focused on multi-stage deformation pass design. Some process parameters are deliberately set constant for comparative purposes and were not optimized. Given that the geometric accuracy is a concern for the practical application, a comparison of geometric accuracy between the designed shape and the manufactured shape is made in Fig.18 . The largest difference on the section profile can be found in the part regions with steep angles. This is possibly caused by the usage of a larger forming tool (30mm diameter), which cannot achieve the geometric details in the steep regions. Springback is another source of geometric inaccuracy. However, the geometric accuracy can be further improved by using a smaller forming tool in the finishing process of the final shape and an undersize forming die to compensate the springback. The FE and experimental results in Section 3.2 show that the ramp angle and the monotonous movement of the tool path generation cause an asymmetric thickness strain distribution as well as geometric distortion in the deformation passes and the final shape, thereby influencing the forming quality. Further investigations will be implemented in the future to improve the forming quality by optimizing the process parameters considered in the multistage deformation pass design. eliminating the wrinkling may be to increase the number of forming stages. This will be performed in future research.
Conclusions
In this study, a comprehensive methodology with two developed analytical models for multi-stage deformation pass design has been proposed. The models are compared with FEA and experimental tests on evaluating the process formability of the final part and thickness strain distributions. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
 Two open-loop analytical models have been developed and tested given the predicted thickness strain of the final part as a main parameter using the assumption of shear deformation. In M1, only the material in the final part region is involved in the forming. The global thickness strain is used to compensate the strain in the severely sloped region of the final part to determine the deformation passes. By doing so, it is expected to delay the incurrence of the highest thickness strains and therefore allow steeper shapes to be formed. However, in M2, the additional material around the final part region is used in the forming process.
Additionally, a concept 'local weighted average thickness strain' is proposed in this model to compensate the strain in the severely sloped region of the final part and the additional material region to determine the multi-stage deformation passes. By doing so, it is expected to avoid discontinuities in the intermediate strains and allow the flow of material into the deformed region, thereby allowing a compressive stress state to develop and enabling steeper shapes to be formed.
 A comprehensive methodology for closed-loop multi-stage deformation pass design incorporating two models is proposed. Using the similar procedure in Li et al. (2012) , the designed forming stages can be estimated first based on the design parameters (total thinning and average thinning rate). Then, the minimum thickness strains in the intermediate forming stages can be devised to calculate the predicted thickness strains in each forming stage to determine the corresponding deformation pass.
 A case study is provided to illustrate the design methodology. Given the same design parameters (the devised minimum thickness strain in each forming stage), the predicted thickness strain distribution obtained from M2 is more uniform than the result from M1 (discontinuities in the intermediate strains can be avoided). In addition, the predicted position of the minimum (maximum magnitude)
intermediate thickness strain in each deformation pass is shifted from the part radius 45.5mm (M1) to the part radius 50mm (M2), which allows the flow of sufficient material into the deformed region, thereby allowing a compressive stress state to develop and enabling steeper shapes to be formed. It further illustrates that M2 has higher formability than M1. These predicted results were confirmed by the FEA and experimental results in Section 3.2.
Further investigation is still needed in terms of generalizing M2 to manufacture more complex parts and the influence of process parameters (step down, ramp angle, tool radius, feed rate, forming down pressure, etc.) during the multi-stage forming on the quality of the final parts in order to avoid forming defects such as wrinkling and distortion. 
